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Single Pallet Plants.
German-style equipment, proudly
designed and produced in Turkey.

www.artekmachines.com

Artek Machines – the company
Since many years, ARTEK AGIR as the major
shareholder of ARTEK MAKINE is active in the
field of design and production of storage systems
for different industries. The customer base is
mainly located in Turkey, and almost 100 realised
projects show the wide acceptance of ARTEK AGIR.
With this technical background, ARTEK AGIR
started to produce curing chambers for the
concrete block industry, in 2003.

From the beginning on, all racks have been
delivered in hot-dip-galvanized execution, as
standard, not as an extra chargeable premium. In
only 10 years, ARTEK AGIR has grown to be one of
the three world-market leaders in this field, with
projects realised in four continents and in
cooperation with all well known machine and plant
brands.

ELIFRAF Curing Chamber – executed as isolated separate building, including ventilation system

This experience was encouraging enough to
develop into the field of plant engineering and
production. The start was in 2011 with a project in
Istanbul/Turkey, which Artek executed together
with a world-wide operating German Machinery
Company as the supplier of the main production
machine. After the successful execution of another
big plant project in Turkey, again with a Zenith
machine, the decision was made in 2014 to
establish a dedicated company for the plant and
machinery business, ARTEK MAKINE.
With this history, it is obvious that both first
machinery projects, which ARTEK realised, are
basically designed as fully automated circulation
plants, with a stationary rack as curing chamber
and a finger car system to transport the production
pallets with the fresh elements from the wet side to
the curing chamber and after curing back to the
dry side and cubing line.
Consequently, this brochure focusses on the
description of fully automated plants. ARTEK
designs and produces plants with lower degrees of
automation and smaller investment budgets, which
are described in separate brochures.

Artek Machines - services and
products for your concrete block
factory
Artek does not only offer first-class products, which
are presented on the following pages, but provide
overall services, which guarantee the success of
your project.

You will find on the
following pages:

From the initial plant layout, to the commissioning
of the complete concrete block factory – with Artek
you are always in good hands.
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State-of-the-art design tools

The result – complete concrete block factories
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Wet Side Conveyors & Components

Wet line with Pumice Blocks

Wet line with Magnum Slabs

Wet line with Ceiling Blocks

Wet line with Curb Stones

Wet line with Paving Stones

Wet line with Magnum Slabs
The wet side conveyors are executed as pusher
systems and work with the same speed and cycle
than the production machine. This principle allows
the seamless integration of further equipment to
the wet side, such as Product Cleaning Brush,
Rejection Station for defective layers, Double
Washing Stations for a cost-efficient value adding
production or Surface Coating Stations.

Wet Side Conveyors transport the pallets with
fresh products to the Elevator.
As ARTEK uses consequently servo-controlled
electrical drives, fast and smooth transportation of
all different kinds of end products is possible with
one general design.

Double Washing Station

Layer Rejection Station
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Pallet Transportation
Fully automated concrete block
plants need equipment to
elevate the production pallets
with fresh products to the 3rd
dimension (Elevator) and to
transport a set of these pallets
to the curing chamber, what is
done by the Finger Car. After
the curing process has been
finished the Finger Car fetches
sets of pallets from the
chambers and transports them
to the Lowerator, where the
pallets are moved down one by
one in the cycle of the plant for
further transportation on the
Dry Side.
The average distribution of the
product heights determines the
level distances of the curing
rack and consequently also of
the ladders and the finger car,
while the total capacity needed
for the curing rack, the available ground area and building
height are the parameters for
the
optimized
number
of
levels. Higher end products can
be transported and stored in
the curing rack using every
second or even every third
level.

ARTEK elevators/lowerators as
well as the finger car can be
designed to take one or two
pallets per layer and the
standard payload
is 12to
(higher loads optionally).
The elevators/lowerators are
built as chain hoist systems
made of hollow steel profiles.
Heavy duty bush chains are
used, and the load angles are
bolted to the chains. The
ladders are driven by electric
motors which are connected to
the bevel gears by elastic
couplings. The drive stations
are placed on the top of the
ladders. Level control and
height cut off are provided by
touch-less sensors.
The ladders can be equipped
as an option with Service
Platforms.
If requested, the capacity of
the ladders can be increased
by stationary or moveable
Intermediate Buffers.
Elevator, Single layer, 20
floors

.

Lowerator, Double layer, 16 floors

Elevator, Double layer, 16 floors
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Finger Cars
Finger Cars belong to the key
components of each automated
concrete block factory.
ARTEK
Finger
Cars
are
designed to provide utmost
reliability and work on the
highest level of automation in
this sector, to grant the
continuous and time-loss-free
operation for steady connection
of wet and dry side with the
curing area.
The finger cars consist of lower
and upper car, both operated
with servo-controlled electrical
drives. The positioning of both
cars are effected by means of
laser sensors which are directly
connected to the frequency
converters. Wireless Profinet
System is the platform for
problem-free data communication
between
the
main
control
system
and
the
dedicated PLC on the finger
car.

Control cabinet lower car and laser sensor

ARTEK finger cars are available
in single or double layer
execution and can be equipped
with Turning Devices on the
lower car or Adjustable Arms
on the upper car.
Power supply upper car

Finger Car – Double layer, 16 floors

Finger Car – Single layer

Finger Car – Single layer, 20 floors
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Dry Side Conveyors & Components

Dry Line with Curb Stones

Dry Line with Ceiling Blocks

Dry Line with Paving Stones

Dry Line with Pumice Blocks

Pallet Cleaning and Spraying

Pallet Turning Device (Dry Line)

Dry Side Conveyors transport the pallets with
cured products from the Lowerator to the Cubing
Station and continuing to the Pallet Return System.
As ARTEK uses consequently servo-controlled
electrical drives, fast and smooth transportation of
all different kinds of end products is possible with
one general design.
The dry side conveyors are executed as pusher
systems and work with same speed and cycle than
the cubing station. This principle allows the
seamless integration of further equipment to the
dry side, such as Product Layer Compactors to
make the layer-pick-up more safe and easy.
Usually the pallets are cleaned and spayed after
being cleared from the products, and depending on
the design of the pallet return system, also turned
by 180° to reduce the wear of the pallets surfaces.

Stone layer compactor (Electric)
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Cubing
Main Production Machine, Finger Car and Cubing
Equipment are three Key Components in each
fully automated concrete block plant. Their working
speed, robustness and resilience influence the total
output capacity of the plant more than any other
components.

the carriage, which travels horizontally on two
toothed bar rails, the double lifting mast, effecting
the vertical movements and the four side clamp,
which is mounted via a turning device to the lifting
mast.
All movements of the cubing station are effected by
means of servo-controlled electrical drives,
including the four sides of the clamp, which are
openened and closed with electrical linear motors
(“electrical cylinders”).

ARTEK provides two general technologies as cubing
equipment: the more traditional design as portal
crane style and solutions which are based on
industrial robots, equipped with special clamps and
programmed to solve this complex task (see the
special chapter about the Robotics Cubing
Solutions).

This is another proof of the ARTEK technologies
standards and guarantees fastest cubing cycles and
utmost flexibility regarding the treatment of the
different end products.

ARTEK portal crane style Cubing Stations consist
of a solid frame with three moveable components:

Electrical four-side clamp

Cubing station

Dry line with Stone Layer Transfer Unit (Background) and Cubing Station
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Robotics Cubing
Traditional cubing stations, executed as portal
cranses, can carry heavy loads, but have
limitations regarding the factory design. Their
usage normally results in plant arrangements with
lines which are arranged parallely to each other or
in 90 degrees angles. By this, they can reach only
different pick-up / place-down positions which are
in this lines, and in most cases only full layers can
be transferred.

as a standard with all industrial communication and
operator interfaces, are programmable and offer
integrated options, which need much more
complex programming if to be solved with traditional cubing stations.

Industrial Robots, which are used in many other
industries for general palletizing tasks since many
years are in meantime designed to carry the loads
which are adequate for concrete block layers and
offer ultra-flexible solutions, as they can be used
stationary (also to serve several loading points), or
moveable (on rails or hanging). They are equipped

Industrial Robots for Cubing Solutions will be an
important contribution to the future of the concrete
block production. And the best of all, you can have
this future already today – planned and equipped
with the right gripping tools (clamps) by ARTEK,
and programmed and integrated to the entire plant
automation by MIKROHOST. Industrial robots also
can be used to change the layer arrangement
during cubing, and by this to build cubes with voids
to allow the forklift takeover without further clamps
or shipping pallets.

Robotics cubing of paving stones

Robotics cubing of pumics blocks

Customized four side clamp (pneumatic)

Change of Shipping Pallets

Unmatched dynamics with Robotics Cubing
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Cube Transport

Cubes of paving stones

Cubes of curb stones

Forklift takeover – shipping pallets

Forklift takeover – without shipping pallets

ARTEK Cube Transport Conveyors are executed
as a standard as profiled slat conveyors to allow
packaging of cubes with or without shipping
pallets. The profiles are mounted to heavy load
bush chaines.

All kind of Packaging Machines can be integrated
(also regarding the automation) to the cube
transport, such as horizontal and/or vertical
strapping machines, shrink or stretch wrapping
machines and top sheet dispensers. ARTEK does
not produce packaging machines, but can give
recommendations about the selection of these
machines, to avoid problems which are in many
plants caused by the packaging equipment.

The length of the cube transport is designed
according to the general plant layout. The drive of
the conveyor is effected by means of a strong
dimensioned bevel gear motor, and the access to
the forklift loading area is protected by sensor light
beams.
If the transportation on shipping pallets is selected,
together with the traditional cubing method in
portal crane design, a Shipping Pallets Magazine
can be adapted to the slat conveyor, inserting the
pallets automatically to the process. Different
positions of the magazine are possible. The
magazine can be executed to work with variable
pallet dimensions, as an option.

Shipping pallets magazine
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Direct Pallet Handling
Direct Pallet Return Systems transport the
production pallets after they have been cleared at
the Dry Side without major buffering options to the
Wet Side, for the direct usage in the next machine
cycle.

the Pallet Return Conveyor. By this, a minimum of
buffering between Dry Side and Wet Side is
provided. The conveyors are empowered by servocontrolled electrical drives and contain an
integrated Pallet Turning Device, to enable the
alternating usage of both pallet surfaces.

The Direct Pallet Return Systems which ARTEK
offers are designed in a way, that the pallets are
doubled during the transition from the Dry Side to

The connection of dedicated Buffering Stations
can be offered as a future option.

Dry side with pallet doubling

Pallet cross section with doubled pallets

Integrated pallet turning device

Pallet cross section with pallet pushing device

Pallet pusher / pallet pool as connection to the
main production machine

Pallet pool outlet to machine conveyor
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Buffered Pallet Handling
In Buffered Pallet Handling Systems, wet and
dry line do not need to work in same tact, to avoid
a stoppage of one of both lines. This ideal situation
is in reality very often not given, as set-ups of one
line, mold changes, or influence of peripheral units
– mixing plant, strapping machines, forklift for
cube transport as few examples – stop the opposite
line, while in buffered system the working line can
either supply the pallets to the buffer or take the
needed pallet from the buffer to continue.

storage, or by-pass lines for after-treatment with
longer cycle times are integrated.
ARTEK supplies pallet return systems, building piles
of pallets on the dry-side, which are transported by
a buffer car to the wet line, where the piles are
either provided for the next machine usage or
offered for take-off from the circulation (=
buffered).
The handling of the buffered piles is solved with
forklifts, but can also be fully automated with
cranes or pallet pile finger cars.

This option is also important, when products are
produced or cubed on one of the lines, which need
more than one floor level in transportation or

Pallet stacking device on dry side

Pallet pile transfer to pallet buffer car

Pallet buffer car with wireless communcation

Pallet destacking station at wet side

Pallet buffer conveyor – wet side

Pallet insertion to main machine
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Automation
Automation makes the key difference between
good and excellent concrete block plants.

SIEMENS Industrial PLC, Industrial Communication
based on PROFINET and WIRELESS PROFINET,
Mobile Panels for manual operation and setup,
Touch Screen PC with SIEMENS WinCC as Operator
Interfaces, all kind of Touchless Sensors and Laser
Sensors for positioning of moveable components,
Internet based Teleservice Access to the
Automation Components and many more features.

ARTEK provides the best Automation Technology in
this market together with MIKROHOST as solution
partner, using in each single section the latest
state-of-the-art technologies:
SEW

Drive

Technology,

Motors

and

Gears,

SEW Drive Technology

Servo-controlled drives for all conveyors

Siemens PLC S7

Siemens Profinet / Wireless Profinet

Remote control panel

Operator interface with Siemens WinCC
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Value Adding Production
Especially in matured markets the demand for new
concrete block plants and the capacity extension of
existing plants will be amended by the increasing
requirement of advanced producers for more
equipment offering new options in regard of the
design of the end products, their shapes, colors
and surfaces.

As a first step, Artek will focus on the integration of
market-proven equipment with our own handling
systems, together with specialised, self-developed
components for value adding tasks.
The following pictures show examples of the fastest
growing sector in the concrete block industry and a
must for every future orientated concrete block
producer.

ARTEK can provide first-class solutions for Value
Adding Products due to the access to the
application experience of Z2 CONCEPT and the
intensive
knowledge
of
MIKROHOST
in
automation and system integration, as cooperation
partners.

Double Washing Station

Paving stones with washed surface

Layer transfer to integrated Shot Blast Line

Surface before/after Shot Blasting

Dosing unit for multi-color hard face concrete

Multi-color concrete pavers
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Perfect equipment for the best concrete
blocks, pavers and landscaping elements.

www.artekmachines.com

